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Where Do the Titles
“God” and “Lord” Come From?
An exhaustive or analytical concordance to the Bible along with the evidence that we have presented, will verify that the
names and titles which Christianity uses today, are substitutes for the personal name of YAHOWAH our Creator, and His only born
Son YAHO-Hoshu-WAH the True Messiah. Even the Bible center reference of the King James Version, and the forward to most
Bibles contains sufficient evidence to show that these names and titles are not from YAHOWAH but are admittedly a substitution by
man and Satan.
People today worship and pray to “God” the deity of fortune in ancient Babylon and Syria. YAHOWAH prophesied of this in
Isaiah 65:11 (see marginal reference). This title “ Lord” is the deity of fate called “Wyrd” in the Anglo Saxon “Hlfwyrd”, which was
later called “Halford” and still later “Lavered”, and the contracted to “Lovered” which is where our word “Lord” is derived. The word
“Wyrd” was still used as an Anglo Saxon word for fate after the word “Lord” was used to designate the feudal chiefs of England, and
both words wyrd and lord contemporaneously in the poem “Beowulf”. The word Wyrd has finally died out in modern English, but it
has left its offspring “Lord” for the churches of Christianity and other false religions to pray to. Not unlike the Canaanites who left
their pagan images to defile ancient Israel. For further evidence on the origin of this word see the Oxford English Dictionary, vol. 6,
1978 edition, page 370. Ibid vol. 12, page 272. See Webster’s Third New International Dictionary of the English Language
Unabridged, 1961 edition, page 1263.Ibid page 1337.The Oxford English Dictionary, vol. 6, 1978 edition, page 442. The Webster
International Dictionary on the word “Norn” a Scandinavian mythological goddess of fate. The Little & Ives Webster Dictionary and
Home referenced Library Unabridged, 1962 edition, page 891. Finally see the Readers Digest Encyclopedic Dictionary, 1975 edition,
page 921.
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These pagan idols of fate have been substituted for the Name of the Great Father and Creator of Heaven and Earth, YHWH,
YAHOWAH. Man has been worshipping and honoring pagan idols in the place of the inspired, scriptural accurate, YAHOWAH.
However, these thousands of substitutions, throughout the scriptures fulfill prophecy. As we read in Jeremiah 8:8-9 (including the
center reference of the original Hebrew from the KJV) “How do we say we are wise, and the Law of YAHOWAH is with us? Lo
certainly in vain made he it, for the false pen of the scribes worketh falsehood. The wise men are ashamed, they are dismayed and
taken: lo, they have rejected the word of YAHOWAH, and what wisdom is in them?” Again YAHOWAH prophesied the biblical
teachers would do against Him in Isaiah 43:27 (Including the center reference of the original Hebrew from the KJV) “Your first father
has sinned, and your teachers (interpreters, in the original Hebrew) have transgressed against me”. Isaiah 65:11 accuses the people in
the past, now, and for a time yet in the future. “But you are they that forsake YHWH YAHOWAH, that forget My Consecrated
Mountain for GD sd (Gawd, Gad, and today God see center reference: the Deity of fortune), and pouring out a drink offering to Meni
(fate).”
From the Book “A Critical Lexicon and Concordance to the English and Greek Testament”, by E. W. Bullinger, on page 331,
under the title “God”, we find that it means: “1. Θεος, (Theos), God. A name reclaimed from the heathen, and used in NT… for the
true one…” The Encyclopedia Britannica, vol. 10, 1947 edition, under the topic God tells you that the word is “a common Teutonic
word for a personal object of religious worship. It is thus like the Greek Theos and Latin Deus, applied to all superhuman beings of
heathen mythologies who exercise power over nature and man; and also to images of supernatural beings of trees, pillars… used as
symbols. The word “God” on the conversion of the Teutonic races to Christianity, was applied to the one supreme being…”
The Hebrew word for God is Gimel d Dalet s written this way sd, which is GD, Gawd, Gad. Gimel Dalet sd means: 1.Fortune; with
art., specially the divinity of Fortune, worshipped by the Babylonians and by the Jews exiled among them; elsewhere called BAAL,
i.e. the planet Jupiter, regarded in all the East as the giver of good fortune, (the greater good fortune).Isa.65:11. In the other Hemistich,
there is mentioned probably the planet Venus, called in the East, the lesser good fortune. (Information taken from the book “Hebrew
and Chaldee Lexicon” by Gesenius, on Page 157). Clearly then man has applied the pagan idol of God to the Family of YAHOWAH,

a terrible sin. For we are commanded by YAHOWAH in Jeremiah 10:2 “Thus says YAHOWAH, learn not the way of the heathen…”
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Smith’s Bible Dictionary, 1979 edition, on page 220, comments on the substitution on the word “Lord” for the Heavenly
Family name “YAHOWAH” stating: “The substitution of the word Lord is most unhappy for it in no way represents the meaning of
the sacred name”. From the Emphasized Bible translation on page 24 of the introduction, Joseph Bryant Rotherham had this to say
about the people who substituted the true family of Heaven’s name “1. Because its suppression was a mistake, so grave a mistake
cannot be corrected too soon, an unwarrantable liberty has been taken; the path of humility is to retrace our steps.”
WE END THIS STUDY WITH A WARNING TO THOSE WHO WILL USE THIS WORK FOR EVIL PURPOSES,
ACCORDING TO YAHOWAH'S WORD.
Romans 1:18 has a warning for us…
v.18

FOR THE WRATH OF THE HEAVENLY FATHER YAHOWAH IS REVEALED FROM HEAVEN AGAINST ALL
IMPIETY AND UNRIGHTEOUSNESS OF MEN, WHO HOLD BACK THE TRUTH IN UNRIGHTIOUSENESS.

YAHOWAH our Father warns those who will add or take away from his Word, as we read in the book of Revelation 22:18,19…
v.18

FOR I TESTIFY UNTO EVERY MAN THAT HEARETH THE WORDS OF THE PROPHECY OF THIS BOOK, IF ANY
MAN SHALL ADD UNTO THESE THINGS, YAHOWAH SHALL ADD UNTO HIM THE PLAGUES THAT ARE
WRITTEN IN THIS BOOK
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AND IF ANY MAN SHALL TAKE AWAY FROM THE WORDS OF THE BOOK OF PROPHECY, YAHOWAH SHALL
TAKE AWAY HIS PART OUT OF THE BOOK OF LIFE (meaning FROM THE TREE OF LIFE cf. KJV Bible), AND
OUT OF THE CONSECRATED CITY, AND FROM THE THINGS WHICH ARE WRITTEN IN THIS BOOK.

We all pray that the information given here, will help you in your studies, for YAHOWAH is merciful in giving us the opportunity
NOW to repent and turn to His Son for Help!
PRAISE YAHOWAH FOREVER MORE IN YAHO-Hoshu-WAH'S NAME,
ALWAYS GIVING THANKS, AND HONOUR TO OUR GREAT FATHER, YAHOWAH.
AMEN.
The Bishop and the Assembly.

